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Network and information security are regarded as some of the most pressing problems of contemporary economy, affecting both
individual citizens and entire societies, making them a highlight for homeland security. Innovative approaches to handle this
challenge are undertaken by the scientific community, proposing the utilization of the emerging, advanced machine learning
methods.This very paper puts forward a novel approach to the detection of cyberattacks taking inventory of the practical application
of information granules. The feasibility of utilizing Granular Computing (GC) as a solution to the most current challenges in
cybersecurity is researched. To the best of our knowledge, granular computing has not yet been widely examined or used for
cybersecurity application purposes. The major contribution of this work is a method for constructing information granules from
network data. We then report promising results on a benchmark dataset.

1. Introduction and Rationale

In the lifecycle of any technological advancement, the appli-
cation domain and the target user base grow, shift and alter.
However, the very technological advancements that con-
tribute to the users’ well-being can be twisted into submission
bymalevolent agents. Apart from the obvious uses, which are
beneficial to the society, they can also be both the origin and
the objective of a cybercrime.

It does not require exhaustive research to notice that the
number and the severity of attacks targeted at the application
layer is on the rise.

This situation is echoed by the rankings of cyberattacks,
e.g., by OWASP [1], where SQLIA (SQL Injection Attack)
and XSS (Cross Site Scripting) are on top of the list. Selected
examples of critical systems which were successfully attacked
through the application layer are the flight management
system in Poland or the energy grid inUkraine [2].Therefore,
we aim at proposing novel methods to effectively detect
and counter the cyberattacks in the application layer. The
research we are conducting aims at investigating the ability of
the emerging methods of machine learning to counter these
attacks. Several attempts have beenmade to utilize innovative

machine learning solutions to tackle the cyberattack problem.
Those solutions include lifelong learning intelligent systems
or deep learning [3, 4].

We hereby offer, in this paper, the implementation in the
domain of cybersecurity of yet another emerging concept,
namely Granular Computing.

Therefore, the major contribution of this paper is the
application of a granular computing paradigm for cyberse-
curity.

We propose to extract information granules (which can
also be known as tokens) in order to better understand the
structure, semantics, andmeaning ofHTTP requests. Such an
approach allows for effective anomaly detection, as is proven
by the results we report.

In particular, the main contributions of this paper are

(i) an innovative anomaly detection algorithm based on
extracted information granules;

(ii) a description of packet structure;
(iii) an efficient method for request sequence encoding

and classification; and
(iv) evaluation of the proposed approach.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
is focused on current trends and challenges related to
cybersecurity and anomaly detection approaches, Section 3
discusses the application of granular computing in cyber-
security, and Section 4 presents an approach for extracting
information granules from network data, while Section 5
presents the results of the conducted experiments. Conclu-
sions are given thereafter.

2. Cybersecurity: A Quick Primer on
Challenges and Trends

The rising numbers of attacks aimed at citizens, societies and
even seemingly secure systems built for critical infrastruc-
tures are easily observable [2, 5].The inadequacy of signature-
based systems in cyberattack detection is one of the primary
causes of this situation. Whenever new attacks are created,
or even slightly modified families of malware are utilized,
those systems, which constitute an industry standard, fall
short of properly handling the hazard until new signatures
are added. Anomaly detectors, which could tackle either new,
or obfuscated attacks, are likely to generate false positives.
There is a plethora of solutions that aim at countering attacks
targeting the application layer. Many of those products use
the signature-based approach. The signature-based category
of cyber-attack detection includes Intrusion Prevention and
Detection Systems (IDS and IPS) which use a predefined set
of patterns (called signatures) to identify an attack. IPS and
IDS are deployed to improve the security of computer systems
and networks through detection (in the case of IDS) and
blocking (in the case of IPS) of the cyberattacks.

Another class of solutions is called WAF (Web Appli-
cation Firewall [6–8]). Those solutions are based on black
and white listing approach. Classification of requests sent
from client to server is performed. WAFs work on the basis
of regular expressions, patterns, and signatures to detect
cyberattacks. The predefined patterns (or rules) are typically
compared to the content of incoming requests (either the
header or the payload). A very popular IDS/IPS open product
is called SNORT [9]. It is an open source project with a
community of users who can freely modify the software,
providing new rules to the Snort engine.

Injection attacks such as SQL or XSS occur when an
improperly validated request containing malicious code is
sent to an interpreter as part of a command or query. XSS
flaws might occur when the application processes malicious
data and sends it to a web browser without proper validation
or escaping (the reformatting of ambiguous characters). By its
nature, XSS allows attackers to execute scripts in the victim’s
browser. This leads to hijacking user sessions, defacing web
sites, or redirecting the user to malicious sites.

The problem of developing effective signatures for such
attacks is a highly complex one, as these attack vectors and
patterns lend themselves to obfuscation. Another drawback
of many WAF solutions is the fact that those are based on
the preliminary (or previously learnt) assumptions regard-
ing the request’s structure (e.g., [6, 7]). However, different
protocols utilizing HTTP as the transportation protocol are

characterized by different payload structures. For example,
the structure sent via a plain HTML form is different from
that of a GWT-RPC or a SOAP call. In such cases a number
of pre-prepared signatures will not match a differently-
structured payload, and in consequence, those attacks will
not effectively be detected.

Another approach toHTTP traffic anomaly detectionwas
presented in [10]. The authors applied a DFA (Deterministic
Finite Automaton) to compare the requests described by
means of tokens. The method based on the n-grams applied
for anomaly detection and cyber-attacks detection has been
presented in [11]. Other systems have also implemented
algorithms to analyze the n-grams, for example with the
use of statistical analysis [12], Self-Organizing Maps [13],
Bloom filters [14], and a wide variety of different machine
learning classifiers [15]. However, depending on the analyzed
protocols and the methodology used to analyze n-grams,
researchers report very diverse results for n-grams tech-
niques. For instance, in [11] authors reported a high number
of false positives for various state of the art methods. In
contrast, authors in [16] reported a recognition rate of over
85%, while having quite low false positive rate of only 1%.

3. Information Granules in Cybersecurity

One of the most serious challenges of the methods and
algorithms used in cybersecurity is being able to reach
a correct understanding of the network data. Undeniably,
cyberecosystems are quickly changing, as are the character-
istics of the data. This fluctuation of properties produces
uncertainty and difficulties in data partitioning/clustering.
It is profoundly challenging to construct correct generaliza-
tions, rules and thresholds, and substandard choices greatly
decrease the efficiency of typical pattern recognition and
anomaly detection algorithms. In addition, many of the used
pattern recognition techniques do not try to incorporate or
even take into account the semantics of the analyzed network
data.

We propose the utilization of the practical elements of
Granular Computing for anomaly detection as a solution of
the preceding problems.

Granular computing refers to a general data analysis and
recognition framework, incorporating data partitioning into
so called information granules.

Granular Computing emerged as a general structure of
data processing and knowledge discovery utilizing items
called information granules. The very concept of granulation
appeared independently in an array of fields, including fuzzy
and rough sets or cluster analysis [17]. Granules are align-
ments of elements drawn together by their similarity, close-
ness or functionality [18]. A granule which occurs at a partic-
ular granularity level conveys a certain aspect of the modelled
issue [19]. In situations with a certain degree of uncertainty
granules can provide a convenient solution. This property
can be translated into a certain economy when dealing with
intricate problems. The tolerance for uncertainty bears a
degree of resemblance to human thinking itself [18]. What
follows is the utilization of Granular Computing in designing
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real-life smart systems. The hierarchical nature of Granular
Computing in conjunction with the basics of human rea-
soning conveyed in its premise makes it a perfect match for
meaningful abstraction on various levels of detail [20].

Granules are essentially tiny parts of a larger construct,
which describe a particular facet of that construct, when
viewed from a particular level of granulation [21]. As an
illustration of this principle one can consider how in cluster
analysis objects can be grouped together based on similarity
or distance functions. Since objects grouped in one cluster
should exemplify a strong degree of similarity, clusters can be
considered as granules [20]. Granules can be, thus, amassed
into larger collections, which are then perceived as new,
larger granules or divided into smaller pieces, which aremore
specific [21].

Ideally, the extracted information granules should comply
with the Principle of Justifiable Granularity (PJG) [22]. PJG
is a guideline for information granules to best comply with
two competing requirements: justifiability and specificity. It
stipulates that the constructed granules cover the relevant
portion of the data, but should not be highly dispersed
across the dataset. This can be achieved by selecting granules
that resemble relevant semantics describing the data. Typical
practical methods of granular computing are fuzzy sets [23],
rough sets [24–26], and intuitionistic sets [27].

Granular computing allows for better data understanding
through the incorporation of semantic aspects, similari-
ties and uncertainties. Granular computing has been used
recently for the analysis of spatiotemporal data [28], to
concept-cognitive learning from large and multi-source data
in formal concept analysis [29].

Granular Computing has been used to estimate a power
plant’s electrical power output [30].The principles of granular
computing are utilized to cluster the data with regard to
the distance between granules, and the density of the newly
constructed granules. Data prepared this way is fed into
an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). The
procedure has been tested and proven to be a close fit [30].

Another application of granular computing allows for the
recognition of faces that were surgically altered. Multiple lev-
els of granules are created, some granules contain information
about the whole face, some about specific regions, and some
about the fine detail of specific features. Those granulation
levels are then directed to classifiers [31].

The utilization of granular computing allowed for the
creation of more accurate medical classifiers, which has an
appreciable value in medical procedures. Data is granulated
on multiple levels with regards to the Euclidean distance of
the data points to the centroids. This distance constitutes
the level of granulation, with higher granulation achieved
through enlarging the distance.Data onmultiple levels is then
served to classifiers, which return a value between 0 and 1.The
values are then introduced to a final stage classifier [32].

One of the recent research papers proposed a system
introducing granular computing to financial markets. The
proposed method of time series forecasting bested the state-
of -the-art benchmark algorithms. Clustering is performed
with an adaptation of the possibilistic fuzzy c-means algo-
rithm, supplemented with the ability to process intervals. The

algorithm recursively gauges cluster centers as it brings in
novel data [33].

Granular computing can be used to increase the calcu-
lating speed when solving the economic dispatch problem
in order to reach the minimal running cost of a power grid.
The described method breaks down a large power grid into
smaller components which are treated as equivalent power
stations.Theprocess can be repeated, obtaining a finer level of
granulation with each iteration. Determining optimal values
on each level, before trying to reach a global optimum, makes
the procedure both quicker and easier [34].

We apply our own methods to construct a practical
solution based on information granules obtained from the
network data.

To the best of our knowledge, granular computing has
not yet been widely examined nor adapted for cybersecurity
application purposes. One of the rare published papers is
authored by Napoles et al. [35]. The authors addressed
the problem of modeling and classification for network
intrusion detection by utilizing a recently proposed gran-
ular model named Rough Cognitive Networks (RCN). The
authors both proposed and defined RCN for detection of
atypical (abnormal and potentially dangerous) patterns in
the network traffic. RCN has been delineated as a sig-
moid FCM (Fuzzy Cognitive Map). Map concepts denote
information granules corresponding to the RST (Rough Set
Theory) -based positive, boundary and negative regions of
decision classes. Learning mechanisms for RCN are based
on a self-adaptive Harmony Search algorithm. The pro-
posed model has been evaluated with the NSL-KDD dataset
(https://github.com/defcom17/NSL KDD) and is shown to be
a suitable and promising approach for detecting abnormal
traffic in computer networks. Future work will address
validation and further evaluation of the model based on real
network traffic.

In the upcoming section we present our innovative meth-
ods for extracting information granules to counter cyber-
attacks in the application layer.

4. Proposed Approach for Extracting
Information Granules from Network
Data in Cybersecurity

Hereby we propose a new method for the clustering of mul-
tiple HTTP sequences utilizing a machine-learning classifier
and granular computing approach.

As a way of grasping the semantics and the granularity,
we use the information about the request structure and the
statistical measurements of the structure content to detect
anomalous behavior of untrusted sessions between client and
server.

An overview of the proposed algorithm is presented
in Figure 1, while a general overview of the granulation
procedure utilized in our approach is presented in Figure 2.

As can be seen later in Section 5, the conducted experi-
ments confirm the promising results and we can report that
the proposed approach andmethod is competitive with other
state-of-the-art solutions.

https://github.com/defcom17/NSL_KDD
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Figure 1: High-level overview of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 2: The overview of the granulation algorithm. The HTTP requests undergo a textual semantic segmentation of similar requests. The
optimal level of granulation reveals data that can be used to calculate the feature vector.

The crucial advantage of the method proposed in this
paper is that it is invariant to the underlying protocol
stack (the method is protocol agnostic). In other words, it
does not need to be tuned to any of the used protocols
or application interfaces using HTTP for transport (e.g.,
the RESTful API, and SOAP). Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) is now frequently used due to its simplicity and
reliability in assuring communication between computers in

distributed networks and allowing for increased usage of the
web applications.

In our method, we apply a granular computing approach
and extract information granules from HTTP requests.

An information granule in this approach is defined as a
recurring sequence of information, which shares semantics
for all the requests sent to the same resource or server (in
Figure 2).
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Figure 3: The parameter encoding approach.

The analysis of each single request can result in several
granules (tokens). Our goal is to extract granules that will
identify in the analyzed requests the delimiters of regions
representing positions injected with cyberattacks or mal-
ware.

After these tokens are found, we have to describe the
sequences between them by calculating their statistical prop-
erties (these tokens are represented on the optimal granula-
tion level in Figure 2). We propose a two-step segmentation
ofHTTP requests. In the first step we divide the request space
into smaller subsets to perform further calculations in the
parallelized manner. In the second step we perform the actual
segmentation of requests in order to identify their structure.
The structure is described and represented by the extracted
information granules. Those information granules (shaded
boxes in Figure 3) allow us to identify the clusters in the
feature space consisting of the feature vectors extracted from
the granularized data.

Afterwards, when feature vectors are assigned to the
appropriate clusters, we apply a machine-learning classifier.
The classification task is to assign them either to the normal
or anomalous class. In our experiments we have used various
supervised methods.These have been explained in the exper-
iments section.

In order to extract the granules we implemented the
known LZW compression method (Lempel-Ziv-Welch [36,
37]). Firstly, we create the LZW dictionary D which allows
us to transform the textual input (e.g., logs) into natural
numbers (see the following):

𝐷 : 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 → {𝑖 : 𝑖€𝑁} (1)

The algorithm performs scanning within the set S in order
to find the successively longer subsequences. This step is
performed until the algorithm finds a sequence that does not
yet belong to the dictionary. The found substring is added to
the dictionary unless it is already represented. The described
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Data: Set of HTTP payloads S
Result: Dictionary D
s = empty string
while there is still data to be read in S do

end
end

else

ch ← read a character
if (s + ch) ∈ D then

s ← s+ch;

D ← D ∪ (s+ch);
s ← ch;

Figure 4: The algorithm for creating the dictionary D.

procedure repeats until the entire dataset is scanned. The
described algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

At the end of the processing a set S of HTTP payloads, the
dictionary D, containing a list of sequences is created.

This dictionary has the form of an unordered list. Posi-
tions in the list can be taken only by one word.The dictionary
D is implemented as a hash-table to achieveO(1 ) lookup time.

Of course, as in LZWmethod, creating the dictionary D,
also allows for compressing the data. The algorithm replaces
words by numbers corresponding to the position of the
sequence in the dictionary.

It is worth noticing that even after the single scan of the
data, we can extract a reasonable number of candidates for
appropriate information granules. Of course, it is not a trivial
task, given the need to achieve balance between the specificity
and justifiability. Another advantage is the compression of the
data.

Still we have to further process the dictionary in order to
obtain the collection of information granules. First condition
is that we remove all the candidates that do not appear in all
the samples used for structure extraction. In the next step we
remove the sequences that also appear elsewhere as the sub-
sequences of others.

TheHTTP requests have the form of character sequences,
whose lengths vary.

Moreover, single granule can appear at different positions
in consecutive HTTP requests. Also the distance between
granules may vary and, additionally, it happens that some-
times one granule is a subset of another information granule.

In our approach, we propose to use IDC (Idealized Char-
acter Distribution) method. We calculate it in the training
phase from normal requests sent to a web application (the
assumption is that the requests are normal, and manual
inspection is needed in this step). The IDC is calculated as
the mean value of all the character distributions. During the
detection phase, we calculate and evaluate the probability that
the character distribution of a sequence is an actual sample
drawn from its ICD. Hereby, we use the well-known Chi-
Square metric.

Equation (2) is used for computing the value of the Chi-
Square metric Dchisq(Q) for a sequence Q:

𝐷𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑞 (𝑄) =
𝑁

∑
𝑛=0

(𝐼𝐶𝐷𝑛 − ℎ𝑛 (𝑄))
2

𝐼𝐶𝐷𝑛
(2)

whereN indicates the number of bins in the histogram(in our
approach we used N=9), ICD the distribution established for
all the samples, and h() the distribution of the sequenceQ that
is being tested.

In order to calculate the distributions we count the
number of characters that fall into each of the range of the
ASCII table. We use the following ranges for this distribution
count: <0,31>,<32,47>,<48,57>, <58,64>, <65,90>,<91,96>,
<97,122>, <123,127>, and <128,25>.The chosen ASCII ranges
represent different types of signs such as numbers, quotes,
letters, or special characters and in result represent well the
distribution. The histogram that is used here will have 9 bins
(due to 9 ranges).

5. Experiments

The CSIC10 benchmark dataset [38] was used for the experi-
ments. It contains several thousand HTTP protocol requests
which are organized in a form similar to the Apache Access
Log. The dataset was developed at the Information Security
Institute of CSIC (Spanish Research National Council) and
it contains the generated traffic targeted to an e-Commerce
web application. For convenience, the data was split into
anomalous, training, and normal sets. The dataset con-
tains approx. 36000 normal and 25000 anomalous requests.
The anomalous requests are not always cyberattacks. They
might refer to some anomalies (e.g., requesting unavailable
resource), but more importantly they contain a wide range
of application layer attacks, such as SQL injection, buffer
overflow, information gathering, files disclosure, CRLF injec-
tion, XSS, server side include, and parameter tampering. To
understand the results it is important to remember that the
requests targeting hidden (or unavailable) resources are also
considered anomalies. Some examples of such anomalies are
requests for configuration files, default files, or session IDs
in a URL (symptoms of an http session takeover attempt).
Moreover, the requests with an appropriate format (e.g., a
telephone number composed of letters) are also labeled as
anomalies. As authors of the dataset explained, such requests
may not have a malicious intent but nevertheless they do not
follow the normal behavior of the web application. Still, there
is no other appropriate, publicly available dataset for the web
attack detection problem where we could reliably compare
our results.

To verify our method based on information granule
extraction we checked how our solution handles different
quantities of learning data. As it is the typical case, in our
experiments we also used the 10-fold approach.

The 10-fold cross-validation, also known as rotation
estimation, is a model validation technique applied for
evaluation of a machine learning model effectiveness in
generalising themodel to anunforseen dataset.Themethod is
utilised in spotting problems like overfitting or selection bias.
It provides an overview of how the model might perform.
In general, k-fold cross-validation achieves results less biased
than other methods based on splitting the dataset into
training and testing data subsets (e.g., repeated random sub-
sampling). Cross-validation averages the results of all the
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Table 1: True positive rate and false positive rate for different
learning algorithms.

Algorithm True Positive Rate False Positive Rate
ICD 97,8% 8,1%
DS AdaBoost 93,7% 0,1%
RepTree 93,1% 0,3%
Random Forest 91,9% 0,7%

folds to come up with a more accurate assessment of a model
performance.

In our case, the data used in learning and evaluation
purposes is divided randomly into 10 parts (folds). One
part of the data (10% of the entire dataset) is used for
evaluation while the remaining 90% is used for training
(e.g., establishing model parameters).The whole procedure is
repeated 10 times, so each time a different part of the dataset
is used for evaluation and a different part is used for training.
The results for all 10 folds are averaged to yield an overall error
estimate.

5.1. Comparison of Different Classification Techniques. In this
experiment we have compared the effectiveness of various
machine learning methods. As it was explained earlier first
the granules are extracted and data for each granule is
encoded used histograms. These histograms are used to train
the algorithms.

It must be noticed that ICD is purely anomaly detec-
tion method and it can be trained on normal data. Other
algorithms require both normal and anomalous data. As it
is shown in Table 1 the ICD algorithm achieves the highest
anomaly detection (TPR). However, the number of false
alarms in contrast to other methods is relatively high.

5.2. Assessment of Training Dataset Size Impact of Classifica-
tion Effectiveness. For each fold we deliberately picked only a
subset of data to train the classifier. In such approach, we still
have the same number of testing samples (common baseline
for comparison) even if we have used only a fraction of the
available training data. The entire 10-fold cross validation
is repeated for different proportions of the training data,
namely, 1%, 10%, 20%, and 100%. Results are presented in
Table 2.

To obtain a better overview of the effectiveness of
our method we calculated and present the ROC curves.
The ROC curve for 300 learning samples is presented in
Figure 5, while the curve for 32400 samples is presented in
Figure 6.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed using the elegant theory
of Granular Computing (GC) as the new approach to
cybersecurity and network anomaly detection. The major
contribution and innovation of this work is the first practical
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Figure 5: ROC curves for the Chi-Square metric comparing
effectiveness of anomaly detection when granules for payload are
extracted and otherwise. The experiment was conducted for an
algorithm trained on 300 samples.
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Figure 6: ROC curves for the Chi-Square metric comparing
effectiveness of anomaly detection when granules for payload
are extracted and otherwise. The experiment conducted for an
algorithm trained on 32000 samples.

implementation of the method to extract information gran-
ules in order to detect cyberattacks. The proposed solution
is designed to work with a typical HTTP-based, request-
response web application. It can be described as an anomaly
detection tool that receives HTTP requests, analyses their
content, extracts information granules, and classifies those
either as normal or as anomalies. We conducted the set of
experiments on a standard benchmark dataset and typical
evaluation scenarios. We report promising results, which
demonstrate the efficiency of our approach and motivate
our further research in applying Granular Computing to the
cybersecurity domain (e.g., for other types of attacks in other
layers).

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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Table 2: True positive rate and false positive rate for different numbers of learning samples.

TP Rate [%] FP Rate [%] Data Set Size Number of samples
86,6 1.8 1% 300
95,6 5,8 10% 3000
96,9 6,8 20% 6000
97,7 8,1 100% 32400
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